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Microsatellite diversity predicts recruitment
of sibling great reed warblers
Bengt Hansson*, Sta¡an Bensch, Dennis Hasselquist and Mikael Ðkesson
Department of Animal Ecology, Ecology Building, Lund University, S-223 62 Lund, Sweden
Inbreeding increases the level of homozygosity, which in turn might depress ¢tness. In addition, individuals having the same inbreeding coe¤cient (e.g. siblings) vary in homozygosity. The potential ¢tness
e¡ects of variation in homozygosity that is unrelated to the inbreeding coe¤cient have seldom been
examined. Here, we present evidence from wild birds that genetic variation at ¢ve microsatellite loci
predicts the recruitment success of siblings. Dyads of full-sibling great reed warblers (Acrocephalus
arundinaceus), one individual of which became a recruit to the natal population while the other did not
return, were selected for the analysis. Each dyad was matched for sex and size. Local recruitment is
strongly tied to ¢tness in great reed warblers as the majority of o¡spring die before adulthood, philopatry
predominates among surviving individuals and emigrants have lower lifetime ¢tness. Paired tests showed
that recruited individuals had higher individual heterozygosity and higher genetic diversity, which was
measured as the mean squared distance between microsatellite alleles (mean d2), than their non-recruited
siblings. These relationships suggest that the microsatellite markers, which are generally assumed to be
neutral, cosegregated with genes exhibiting genetic variation for ¢tness.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Homozygosity leads to the expression of recessive deleterious alleles and loss of heterozygous advantage (Hartl &
Clark 1997; Lynch & Walsh 1998) and might cause
inbreeding depression, i.e. the often-found negative relationship between the inbreeding coe¤cient and ¢tness
(Price & Waser 1979; Van Noordwijk & Scharloo 1981;
Dudash 1990; Jimënez et al. 1994).
In recent years, inbreeding coe¤cients have commonly
been inferred from the allele frequency data of neutral
markers and several studies have found a relationship
between genetic variation and ¢tness (Bensch et al. 1994;
Coltman et al. 1998; Coulson et al. 1998; Saccheri et al.
1998; Slate et al. 2000). However, due to the random
assortment of parental chromosomes, genetic variation
within and between parents might establish variation in
the level and distribution of homozygosity within a group
of siblings, i.e. individuals of the same inbreeding coe¤cient. Such variation between siblings at a speci¢c locus is
expected when the parents share one or two identical
alleles and at least one of the parents is not a homozygote.
In accordance with inbreeding theory, there is a potential
relationship between ¢tness and variation in homozygosity that is unrelated to the inbreeding coe¤cient. To
our knowledge, this hypothesis has never been explicitly
tested in the wild, although it has been supported by a
recent study of £at oysters (Ostrea edulis) where experimental crosses of full-sibs resulted in a higher than
expected frequency of o¡spring being heterozygous at
four microsatellite loci (Bierne et al. 1998) and by recent
¢ndings of heterozygote advantage at particular coding
loci, for example at the major histocompatibility complex
in humans (Thursz et al. 1997; Carrington et al. 1999).
In the present paper, we used data from a long-term
population study of great reed warblers (Bensch &
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Hasselquist 1991; Hasselquist et al. 1995, 1996; Bensch
1996; Bensch et al. 1998; Hasselquist 1998; Hansson et al.
2000a) for evaluating whether genetic variation at ¢ve
highly polymorphic microsatellite loci might predict an
early-expressed ¢tness trait of individuals of the same
inbreeding coe¤cient. We selected dyads of full-siblings
for the test, one individual of which became a recruit to
the natal population while the other did not return. Sex
and size were matched within each dyad. Since microsatellites are supposed to be selectively neutral (Queller et
al. 1993; Jarne & Lagoda 1996), any correlation between
¢tness and heterozygosity suggests that the markers cosegregate with genes that are under selection (Houle
1989; Hartl & Clark 1997; Lynch & Walsh 1998). We
calculated two di¡erent measures of individual genetic
diversity from the microsatellite data: individual
heterozygosity and the mean d2, i.e. the mean squared
distance between microsatellite alleles (Coulson et al.
1998; Pemberton et al. 1999). These two measures score
heterozygotes di¡erently and have been, under the
assumption of a stepwise mutation process of microsatellites (Goldstein et al. 1995), suggested to put emphasis
on di¡erent ends of the inbreeding^ outbreeding continuum (Coulson et al. 1998; Pemberton et al. 1999). If the
microsatellite loci examined cosegregate with genes
a¡ecting ¢tness, either due to homozygosity at deleterious
recessive loci or due to over-dominance, we expect the
returning individual to have higher values of individual
genetic diversity than its non-returning sibling.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
The great reed warbler has a facultative, polygynous, social
mating system (Dyrcz 1986; Hasselquist 1998). It breeds in
productive lakes and marshes over large parts of the Palaearctic
and winters in tropical Africa (Cramp 1992). The species colonized the Scandinavian peninsula in the 1960s and in 1999 ca. 85%
of the ca. 450 Scandinavian males held territories in 12 larger
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Table 1. Numbers of alleles, size ranges of alleles, average heterozygosities and d2 (log10 transformed) (see ½ 2) of recruited and
non-recruited great reed warbler siblings (n  50 pairs) at ¢ve microsatellite loci
(The results from pairwise tests at each locus are also shown.)
d2

heterozygosity
locus
Aar3
Aar4
Aar5
Ppi2
G61b
a

number of size range
alleles
(bp)
15
6
10
17
7

190^254
112^124
75^97
238^286
136^162

recruited

nonrecruited

za

p

recruited

nonrecruited

0.78
0.56
0.90
1.00
0.76

0.70
0.52
0.90
0.88
0.56

0.89
0.63
0.00
2.45
1.90

0.371
0.527
1.000
0.014
0.059

1.35
0.33
0.92
1.66
0.52

1.16
0.35
0.93
1.22
0.44

za
1.07
70.50
70.04
3.40
1.68

p
0.287
0.618
0.971
0.001
0.094

Wilcoxon signed-ranks test.
only (n  25 sibling pairs) (locus located on the Z chromosome).

b Males

subpopulations (B. Hansson, S. Bensch, D. Hasselquist and B.
Nielsen, unpublished results; see also Hasselquist 1995). The great
reed warbler population at Lake Kvismaren, southern Central
Sweden (59810' N, 15825' E), was established by a few individuals
in 1978, which was followed by a gradual increase in numbers
until 1988. Since 1988, the population has remained relatively
stable with ca. 60 breeding birds per year (Hansson et al. 2000b).
We studied the breeding ecology of the birds in this population
between 1983 and 2000 (Bensch & Hasselquist 1991; Bensch
1996; Hasselquist 1998; Hansson et al. 2000a). All adults in the
population have been ringed since 1985 with individually unique
combinations of one aluminium and several coloured plastic
rings and their pairing and reproductive success have been
measured. When nestlings were nine days old, we measured body
mass and the length of their innermost primary £ight feather and
ringed them. We have taken blood samples from all individuals
examined since 1987 and isolated DNA with phenol/chloroformisoamylalcohol extraction (Bensch et al. 1994; Westerdahl et al.
1997). In addition, at the nearest breeding site, Lake SegersjÎ
(12 km east of Lake Kvismaren), most breeding birds and many
nestlings were ringed between 1987 and 2000 (B. Hansson,
S. Bensch, D. Hasselquist and B. Nielsen, unpublished results).
We have found low levels of genetic variation in the great reed
warbler population at Lake Kvismaren in previous studies
(Bensch et al. 1994; Bensch & Hasselquist 1999; Hansson et al.
2000b), which is probably the result of the recent founder event
(Hansson et al. 2000b). A negative correlation between the multilocus DNA ¢ngerprinting similarity of pair mates and egg hatchability has indicated the occurrence of inbreeding depression in
the population (Bensch et al. 1994). Despite being a long-distance
migrant, the birds show a high degree of philopatry to our study
site and the majority of birds that do disperse settle at nearby
breeding sites (Hasselquist 1995; Bensch et al. 1998; B. Hansson,
S. Bensch, D. Hasselquist and B. Nielsen, unpublished results).
The recruitment of nestling great reed warblers in the present
study was measured in the Kvismare ^SegersjÎ area. This measure
of recruitment is a good estimate of viability for three reasons.
(i) A high proportion of the young in most passerines die
during their ¢rst year, i.e. from the nestling stage to their
¢rst spring (see e.g. Wheelwright & Mauck 1998). We have
previously estimated that more than 70% of great reed
warbler nestlings die during this period (Hasselquist 1995;
Bensch et al. 1998; B. Hansson, S. Bensch, D. Hasselquist
and B. Nielsen, unpublished results).
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(ii) A high proportion of the surviving o¡spring are philopatric (50^60%) (Hasselquist 1995; Bensch et al. 1998;
B. Hansson, S. Bensch, D. Hasselquist and B. Nielsen,
unpublished results).
(iii) We have previously shown that dispersing males su¡er
from a signi¢cant ¢tness reduction (Bensch et al. 1998).
This is also true for females, albeit not signi¢cantly so
(Bensch et al. 1998).
We selected 50 sibling dyads from the 1987^1996 cohorts for
analysis. We con¢rmed that siblings within dyads had the same
genetic parents using molecular methods (Hasselquist et al. 1995,
1996; D. Hasselquist, D. Arlt, S. Bensch and B. Hansson, unpublished results). The siblings were matched for sex (as assessed by
molecular sexing) (Westerdahl et al. 1997, 2000), size (length of
the innermost primary feather) and body mass. Paired tests
con¢rmed that there was no signi¢cant di¡erence in size and
body mass between recruited and non-recruited siblings
(primary feather length t49  70.56 and p  0.58 and mass
t49  70.83 and p  0.41). Male siblings were typed for allelic
variation at ¢ve microsatellite loci (table 1). The source of loci
Aar3, Aar4 and Aar5 was Hansson et al. (2000b), that of locus
Ppi2 was Martinez et al. (1999) and that of locus G61 was
Nishiumi et al. (1996). These microsatellites consist of dinucleotide repeat units and are highly polymorphic in great reed
warblers (Hansson et al. 2000b). The G61 locus is located on the
sex-speci¢c Z chromosome, which means that females have one
copy only. Hence, females were not scored at this locus. The
primer sequences and ampli¢cation conditions are given in
Hansson et al. (2000b).
Individual heterozygosity was calculated as the number of
heterozygous loci (scored as unity for each heterozygous locus
and zero for each homozygous locus) divided by the number of
loci examined. The value of d2 at the nth locus was calculated
for each individual as the squared di¡erence in the number of
repeat units between the two alleles, i.e. d2  (allelea7alleleb)2.
The distribution of d2 was highly skewed at all loci (data not
shown). In order to improve normality, we log10 transformed d2
(log10 (d2 + 1)) (Sokal & Rohlf 1995) and subsequent analyses
were performed on the transformed values. The mean d2 is the
average of d2 over all investigated loci in an individual (Coulson
et al. 1998; Pemberton et al. 1999).
We tested di¡erences between siblings with two-tailed, paired,
parametric tests.We generated residuals from general linear models
with brood and recruitment/non-recruitment as independent
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Figure 1. Frequency distribution of (a) individual heterozygosity and (b) the mean d2 of 100 great reed warbler siblings
born between 1987 and 1996 and genotyped at four (females)
and ¢ve (males) microsatellite loci. The mean d2 is based on
log10-transformed d2 (see ½ 2).
categorical variables and checked them for normality using the
Kolmogorov ^Smirnov test with Lilliefors' correction (Sokal &
Rohlf 1995). When the assumption of normality was violated, twotailed, paired, non-parametric statistics were used (Wilcoxon
signed-ranks test) (Siegel & Castellan 1989).
3. RESULTS

Histograms of the genetic data showed that individual
heterozygosity was skewed, whereas the mean of d2
(based on the log10 -transformed d2 ) (see ½ 2) was approximately normally distributed (¢gure 1). As might be
expected from the fact that homozygotes contribute to
both measures of genetic diversity, we found that individual heterozygosity and the mean d2 were positively
correlated (rs  0.50, n 100 and p 5 0.001). Paired tests
showed that the recruited sibling had higher individual
heterozygosity (z  2.28, n  50 and p  0.023) and a
higher mean d2 (t49  2.26 and p  0.028) than the nonrecruited sibling. The average di¡erences (  s.e.) in individual heterozygosity and the mean d2 between siblings in
dyads are shown in ¢gure 2. When we analysed each
locus separately, both heterozygosity (p  0.014) and d2
(p  0.001) were signi¢cantly higher for the recruited
sibling at the Ppi2 locus and a statistical trend for the
same pattern was found at the G61 locus (p  0.059 and
p  0.094, respectively) (table 1).
4. DISCUSSION

Our major and novel ¢nding was that local recruitment of sibling great reed warblers was signi¢cantly
Proc. R. Soc. Lond. B (2001)
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Figure 2. Mean di¡erence (  s.e.) in individual
heterozygosity (left) and the mean d2 (right) between
recruited and non-recruited great reed warbler siblings.
Recruited individuals scored both higher individual
heterozygosity and a higher mean d2 than their non-recruited
siblings. The mean d2 is based on log10-transformed d2 (see
½ 2).

associated with high allelic diversity at ¢ve polymorphic
microsatellite loci. Local recruitment was highly related
to survival over the period between £edging and adulthood in both sexes of great reed warbler (Hasselquist
1995; Bensch et al. 1998; B. Hansson, S. Bensch, D.
Hasselquist and B. Nielsen, unpublished results), as well
as to reproductive success in males (Bensch et al. 1998).
Hence, to the authors' knowledge, this is the ¢rst study on
wild animals to demonstrate that a di¡erence in the level
of homozygosity at supposedly neutral markers between
individuals of the same inbreeding coe¤cient (siblings)
predicts an early-expressed ¢tness trait.
Microsatellite loci are not thought to be under selection
(Queller et al. 1993; Jarne & Lagoda 1996). This suggests
that the markers used in the present study cosegregated
with and, hence, provided information about other
polymorphic genes that are important for ¢tness (Houle
1989; Hartl & Clark 1997; Lynch & Walsh 1998) as, for
example, has been shown for microsatellites within the
major histocompatibility complex in Soay sheep (Ovis aries)
(Paterson et al. 1998). The probability that a marker
provides information about one or more important loci
will increase with increasing levels of linkage disequilibrium (Houle 1989; Hartl & Clark 1997; Lynch &
Walsh 1998). The particularly high levels of linkage disequilibrium in the study of Bierne et al. (1998) on £at
oysters resulted from full-sibs being crossed in the experiment and they also found a strong relationship between
individual heterozygosity and survival within crosses. The
pedigree data from our long-term great reed warbler study
suggested that incestuous inbreeding (between cousins or
higher order relatives) occasionally occurs in the population (Bensch et al. 1994) but none of the dyads of siblings
included in this study stemmed from such matings.
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However, Swedish great reed warblers exhibit other demographic properties that generally create and promote
linkage disequilibrium (Houle 1989; HÌstbacka et al. 1992;
Hartl & Clark 1997; De la Chapelle & Wright 1998; Lynch
& Walsh 1998). First, the population has expanded rapidly
since the founder event in the 1960s (Hansson et al. 2000b).
Second, local populations are small and patchily distributed (Hasselquist 1995; Hansson et al. 2000b) and there is
restricted dispersal between populations (Hasselquist
1995; Bensch et al. 1998; B. Hansson, S. Bensch, D.
Hasselquist and B. Nielsen, unpublished results). Third,
the presence of two distinct mitochondrial DNA lineages
in the region, representing western and eastern European
haplotypes, respectively (Bensch & Hasselquist 1999),
suggests mixing of birds originating from populations with
di¡erent gene frequencies. Hence, it is possible that
moderate to high levels of linkage disequilibrium were
present in our study population and that each particular
marker provided information about a relatively large part
of the chromosome. An alternative explanation is that the
markers we used happen to be tightly linked to single
¢tness-associated genes. Even if the latter explanation may
in theory apply for the association between the mean d2
and ¢tness (Coulson et al. 1998; Pemberton et al. 1999), it is
less likely to explain the relationship between individual
heterozygosity and ¢tness. This is because most microsatellite loci mutate at higher rates than other genes
(Queller et al. 1993; Jarne & Lagoda 1996) making many
individuals heterozygous at the microsatellites despite
being homozygous at single, less-mutable, linked genes.
Recent studies of harbour seals (Phoca vitulina) and red
deers (Cervus elaphus) have shown that their mean d2 but
not individual heterozygosities were related to juvenile
survival (Coltman et al. 1998; Coulson et al. 1998; see also
Pemberton et al. 1999). On the other hand, in our population of great reed warblers both individual heterozygosity
and the mean d2 were associated with juvenile survival.
We suggest two possible explanations for the di¡erence
between these studies. First, the mean d2 only provides
information about the coalescence time of microsatellite
alleles for loci mutating according to the stepwise mutation process (Goldstein et al. 1995; Coulson et al. 1998).
Not all microsatellites seem to obey a strict stepwise
mutation process (Estoup et al. 1995; Primmer et al. 1998).
If the microsatellites examined in the great reed warblers
frequently mutate in an irregular fashion, there will be
no clear relationship between their mean d2 and the relatedness of alleles. Consequently, the mean d2 will not
provide better resolution of the degree of outcrossing of
individuals than just a £at estimate of heterozygosity.
Second, according to the stepwise mutation process, the
mean d2 is hypothesized to detect inbreeding events
deeper in the pedigree than individual heterozygosity
(Coulson et al. 1998; Pemberton et al. 1999). Hence, di¡erences in the demographic history and current dispersal
levels of the populations might explain di¡erences in the
relationship between ¢tness traits and the two measures
of genetic diversity. Coltman et al. (1998) and Coulson
et al. (1998) suggested that intermixing of individuals
originating from populations that had been isolated for a
considerable time resulted in o¡spring showing both a
heterosis e¡ect and a high mean d2. However, intermixing
of individuals of genetically di¡erent origin also occurs at
Proc. R. Soc. Lond. B (2001)

our study site, as suggested by the presence of two distinct
mitochondrial DNA lineages (Bensch & Hasselquist
1999), a moderate level of in£ow of novel microsatellite
alleles in recent years and an increase in genetic variation
in the population over time (Hansson et al. 2000b).
Despite this similarity, it might be that the great reed
warbler population di¡ers from the deer and seal populations in its level of isolation, the regularity with which
individuals disperse between populations or other demographic aspects that might a¡ect the ¢tness consequences
of matings between individuals of recent and remote
ancestry.
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